Decorating

Tile Cutters / Tile Markers / Profile Gauge

Tile Plier with Carbide Wheel

Hand DIY Tile
Cutter TCT Tipped

Heavy-duty tile plier fitted with a tungsten carbide cutting
wheel and an integrated tile snapper for cutting and
snapping ceramic tiles. Manufactured from heavy-duty steel
and fitted with plastic hand grips for user comfort. Suitable
for both straight and freehand cutting.

An easy to use tile scribe fitted with a
tungsten carbide tipped blade that will
provide a long working life. The scribe
is suitable for scoring ceramic wall
and floor tiles prior to snapping to size
and features a contoured handle that
provides a firm grip and helps maintain
the correct blade angle when scribing.

Cutting capacity:
10mm
FAITLCUTSNAP
£7.67 Ex VAT
£9.20 Inc VAT

TCT Tile Nipper

Also known as parrot nippers, this narrow tungsten carbide tipped nipper is ideal for
creating intricate shaped cuts in tiles around pipes, switches, sills and fittings.

Tungsten Carbide Tipped
Soft-Grip Handle
FAITLTILENIP
£11.79 Ex VAT
£14.15 Inc VAT

FAITLCDIY
£3.08 Ex VAT £3.70 Inc VAT

TCT Hand Tile Cutter

These heavy-duty large blade cutters/nippers are fitted with tungsten carbide tipped
jaws to provide a long working life. The pliers feature soft feel handles for extra
grip and comfort and a spring return mechanism. This makes the pliers easy to use
while carrying out repetitive actions, such as cutting or nibbling tiles to shape around
pipes, switches, sills and other fittings.
Use on ceramic tiles only.

FAITLCPLIER
£11.77 Ex VAT
£14.12 Inc VAT

Tungsten Carbide Tipped

Soft-Grip Handle

Ceramic Tile Markers

Suitable for marking ceramic surfaces prior to cutting and shaping. May also
be used on glass, plastic and metal surfaces. The line can be easily rubbed off
after use. The markers' easy-peel action means that no sharpening is required.
However, these markers can be sharpened with a knife if a fine edge is required.
WARNING: Always test the marker first
on a spare tile as permanent marking
may occur on certain natural or unglazed
materials i.e. stone and porcelain.

FAITLMARKERS
£2.35 Ex VAT £2.82 Inc VAT

Profile Gauge

A profile gauge provides a quick and
easy way to accurately cut around
unevenly shaped surfaces that would
otherwise prove difficult to tackle,
helping to prevent costly mistakes.
When pressed against a surface, the
profile gauge will produce a copy of the
shape of that surface. This shape can
then be transferred to provide a drawn
cutting line onto the material being
fitted. The gauge is ideal for use when
tiling, laying carpets, vinyl or laminate
flooring and wallpapering applications.
It features a metric and imperial scale,
and is magnetic for hands-free working
on steel surfaces.

Length: 250mm

TWIN

PACK

Black and Red

FAITLPROF
£12.74 Ex VAT
£15.29 Inc VAT
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